It teaches others
When an individual is placed onto death row for brutally killing an innocent victim there will be someone afraid to kill because of the consequences that follow. It sets an example for others and may deter others from committing the same crime as someone on death row spending their time awaiting their chosen fait. In my opinion anyone put on death row has done something despicable to be there and should not have a second chance as it was their choice.

It does persuade to not kill
No consequence will stop the population of earth from killing, however neither does prison. The head of the parole board in the UK has said “More killers are committing the same offences after being let out of jail than official figures suggest.” This is evidence that cruel, contempt criminals should be put to death preventing a likely re-offence and affecting others.

It's about making things right
The USA rightly punishes murderers, rapists, and others with the act of justice. The families of the victims gets closure and can move on knowing that the perpetrator is gone and cannot take from other families like they did to them. That sinful offender will never get freedom and the chance to offend again which is relieving. The justice system gives justice by taking the life of someone who has hurt other and hurt everyone around that victim.

It is their chosen fait
Death can be painful, however the way in which inconsiderate inmates are killed is the most painless way to die. It is the kindest, most considerate way to die, the inmates and no pain is received, it is proven that it less painless than an old woman dying in their sleep. Instead of torturing guilty souls we choose to kill them harmlessly teaching others a lesson but also making it human.

Prison is hell on earth
The “Code of honour” where inmates are tortured and killed by other inmates in the most unforeseen ways for their disgraceful wrong doings. Prison life is harsh and degrading, prison riots are terrifying for both guards and prisoners, they can be started over anything and many are injured or killed. For example a case in America where a riot was started over a peanut butter jelly sandwich and nearly all inmates got violent. Another riot involving two inmates who broke into the control room and damaging the prison spared on other to do so too, the riot lasted for 12 hours and cost $10 million in damage. The more on death row rightfully so stops this and hard earned tax money being spent on offenders bursts of outrage.